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There is something incredibly nostalgic and
significant about the annual cascade
of autumn leaves.
― Joe L. Wheeler
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Autumn and Automobiles
When I studied gerontology, I wrote an academic paper on driving cessation and what I learned was
unexpected for me at the time. The journal articles were not just about how to get the keys away from
someone whose driving skills were a concern due to aging, they also focused on the consequences for health
in the transition from driver to ex-driver. Families, medical professionals, and the drivers themselves all need
to consider the profound effect driving has on critical, day-to-day issues. Once a senior adult stops driving, it
may dramatically limit their access to sources for food and nutrition and, along with that, opportunities
for social engagement. Both are vital to health and wellbeing.
There are normal aspects of aging that can, and do, impair safe driving, including vision problems, slower
reaction time, and decreased range of motion in joints. When senior adult drivers begin to have issues, it is
important to have a plan in place to assist at-risk drivers in the process of reducing or stopping driving. In the
beginning, a senior might limit driving to daylight, shorter trips, and routes that involve minimal traffic. Once
giving up driving entirely is necessary, it is critical to have a plan in place to help ex-drivers make healthy
adjustments that allow them to continue living a full life. Jane Mahoney discusses the topic further in her article,
“Driving and Aging” on page 2. You may also want to see the AAA (American Automobile Association) website for
information and local resources on evaluating driving ability, improving driving skills, maintaining mobility and
independence, and resources for family and friends. (http://seniordriving.aaa.com/)
As we enter this unseasonably warm Autumn, we may not yet enjoy the crisp “sweater weather,” but many other
seasonal markers are in full swing and the holidays are just around the corner. It’s a great time of year to make
sure you have the support you need, whether you have time for an in-person group, or just enough to listen to a
podcast. On pages 4 and 5 you’ll find a link to the “Grace and Grit During Caregiving” podcast, and October’s
Caregiver Teleconnection Learning Sessions. On pages 6 and 7, you will find the updated list of Caregiver Support
Groups that meet in Dane County. You may also want to check out free access to the American Society on Aging’s
Fall 2017 Supplement, “Supporting People with Dementia and Their Caregivers in the Community.” The link to
the full issue is on page 8. And, as always, the Dane County Caring for Caregivers Program is available to help—
it’s just a call or email away.

Jane De Broux
Caregiver Program Coordinator
Dane County Area Agency on Aging
608-261-5679
debroux.jane@countyofdane.com
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Driving and Aging by Jane Mahoney
Driving is a critical issue for seniors. Not only are many older drivers at a higher risk for road accidents, people
over 65 are more likely to be seriously hurt in a vehicle accident. Many caregivers are concerned about their
older loved one taking the wheel but have a difficult time approaching this sensitive subject.
Many seniors continue to be good, safe drivers as they age, but there are normal changes that can affect driving
skills. As joints get stiff, muscles weaken and reflexes are slowed it is more difficult to turn your head to look
back, steer quickly or safely hit the breaks. Eyesight and vision changes also can affect safe driving. Medical
conditions such as Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, arthritis and strokes may also affect driving as well as the
medications taken to combat these and other illnesses.
Being able to drive is more than just getting where you want to go. It is a symbol of freedom, independence
and self-sufficiency. But there may be a time when driving is no longer safe. How does one go about taking this
privilege away from the person they love?
It is important to know the warning signs of unsafe driving. (Look at the driving behaviors over a period of time,
not just one trip.)












Abrupt lane changes, braking or accelerating
Trouble navigating turns
Drifts into other lanes
Confusion at exits
Near misses
Confusing brake and gas pedals
Delayed responses to unexpected situations
Failure to observe traffic signs
Increased agitation or irritation while driving
Driving at inappropriate speeds
Fails to pay attention to signs, signals or pedestrians

If you notice any of these warning signs it is time to initiate change. Start by scheduling a driving evaluation
through the local DMV and/or refresher driving lessons. Try finding ways to reduce the amount of driving by
ordering things through the mail, using public transportation, or finding others to give rides when able. Having
friends and family members stop by on a regular basis to offer help with errands, etc., is another good approach.
When it is clear that driving is no longer safe at all, start slowly and respectfully in persuading the person to give
up his/her keys. Talk about safety—theirs and others—on the road. Talk about options for getting around such as
public transportation, friends, family or taxi. Hopefully, some of these are already in place. Emphasize the cost
savings associated with giving up a car: gas, insurance, repairs, licensing fees, etc. The money saved can be used
to pay for taxis or other transportation services. Use the confirmation of family, friends, and physician to back up
your concern for the person’s safety. Plan to visit the person weekly at a designated time to assist with things like
shopping and appointments. Be sure that transportation is available to meet their social needs as well.

(continued on page 4)
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(“Driving and Aging” continued from page 3)
If the person refuses to quit driving, it may be necessary to take away the car keys, disable the car, or remove it
from their residence. A physician can write a prescription stating “no driving” and/or a local police officer could
explain the importance of safe driving and the legal implications of unsafe driving. Do not jeopardize the safety of
your loved one or others by ignoring the issue of unsafe driving.
Additional resources on this subject are available through AARP, the Alzheimer’s Association and the
Dane County Caregiver Program, 608-261-5679.
—Jane Mahoney
Older Americans Act Consultant
Greater Wisconsin Agency on Aging Resources
(http://www.gwaar.org/for-seniors-and-families/family-caregiver-support-for-seniors.html)
Information taken from the National Institute on Aging (https://www.nia.nih.gov/health/older-drivers) and The
Hartford (http://bit.ly/2jPKdqS).

Caregiver Resources Online
Grace and Grit During Caregiving Podcast
Blog Talk Radio
Deb Kelsey-Davis, RN, MHSA and Colleen Kavanaugh, CCC, CDCS, CDP will discuss their National Caregiving
Conference session, "Think About It. And Change Everything with Grit, Grace and Gratitude." During their
session, they'll help us understand how cultivating Gratitude and uncovering Grace generates the Grit needed
to face the challenging circumstances of family caregiving.
Join us for the Second Annual National Caregiving Conference in person or virtually on November 10 and 11 in
Chicago.

Be sure to check out Resource Wise, newsletter for the ADRC of Dane County.

Open 7:45—4:30 pm Monday through Friday
Call (608) 240-7400
Visit the ADRC office, 2865 N. Sherman Ave., Madison
Website: www.daneadrc.org

Connecting People with the
Assistance They Need
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Email: ADRC@countyofdane.com
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Caregiver Resources for Alzheimer’s and Dementia
FREE Supplement to the ASA Journal, Generations:
“Supporting People with Dementia and Their Caregivers in the
Community.”
The supplement includes 18 articles dedicated to a range of topics for people living with dementia and their
caregivers. Authored by experts in a board range of dementia care and advocacy topics, the journal covers
dementia care in context, dementia care systems, and services for people with dementia and their caregivers.
Articles on services include person-centered and person-directed care, and reducing the burden for dementia
caregivers through assistive technology. Click on the cover photo below or go to http://bit.ly/2fjhM2O to read
the free issue.
The supplement was commissioned by the Administration on Aging (AoA) within the Administration for Community Living (ACL) through its National Alzheimer’s and Dementia Resource Center (NADRC). To learn more
about the NADRC see www.nadrc.acl.gov.
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